
SENIOR JOINT MATCH COMMITTEE FOR MEETING 4/8/2020 
 
STARTS 6PM 
 
ATTENDANCE – Ashley Harry, Scott Harry - SHARKS 
  Dylan Turner   - CHATHAM 
  Kelly Dennes    – COUGARS 
  Lauren Townes   – TOWN 
  Jane McNeil   – GREAT LAKES STRIKERS 

Michelle Collier   – TAREE WEST 
Nicole Clark    – TIGERS 
Graham Poulton  – WINGHAM 
APOLOGIES – Narelle Salmon (Town) 

 
MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING   - Moved as true and correct by Scott Harry  - 2nd Ashley Harry 
 
BUSSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES: 

  Clarify that point 4, B should be 3 games per round, not per week. 
  
CORRESPONDENCE - List provided moved to be accepted as true and correct. 

BUSSINESS ARISING FROM CORRESPONDENCE: 

 Dylan request we look at 2 rules. First rule is the minimum number of games to qualify, as it stands 
50% or 5 games is. Scott moved that the rule remains that all players must play minimum 50% of 
games from the point of registration. All delegates agreed 

 Second rule, rule G under player registration, it is a poorly written rule, as there is no mention of 
country or 21's. Dylan suggests this rule is voided this rule. This currently does not affect any 
players registered. 

 Sharks request a review of tech duties for Div 1 Women. Tech bench duties for Sharks are 7, Town 
and Wingham 5 and Chatham 3. The weekend of the 22nd of August tech duties were moved to 
Chatham. The weekend of the 12th on September duties were also assigned to Chatham. Email to 
be sent to Chatham Hockey Club. 

 Tigers would also like a review of the DIV 3 women’s tech duties. Upon review the tech duties were 
evenly spread and no changes were made. 

 Sharks requesting that the ruling for Jamie Balding be reviewed in three weeks as per the rules. 
Jamie has decided not to play GK full in DIV 2 and as such all clubs were happy she play on the odd 
occasion.     

 
GENERAL BUSSINESS 
 

1.  Michelle asked if the SMC had voted or whether or not we were playing for medals. Kelly clarified 
that there had been nothing raised in previous minutes. The assumptions from most clubs was we 
were not playing for medals this year, however we did not know where this information came 
from. Dylan and Nicole also clarified that we have been charged in our fees for medals and we 
believe these will be supplied. To be followed up. 

2. Michelle raised if points would be deducted from clubs if umpires no showed. Also asked to clarify 
if we would be deducting 3 points. All clubs agreed that points should be deducted for no shows. 

3. We discuss point 3 from the last minute and Michelle stated that she would have to record all 
games record. This would only affect teams from DIV 3. Taree West, Tigers, Wingham and Strikers 
would all be at a disadvantage. We discussed how to compensate these teams to make a fairer 
comp. Jane moved the motion that for the women’s DIV 3 comp from 2020 that all teams be award 
2 points for a bye throughout the competition. Ashley second. 7 voted for. None against. 1 
abstained. The motion is carried. 

4. Jordie Hardy to be registered as a tiger DIV 2 player, however is only playing from Town as DIV 1. 
Nicole moved. Lauren Seconded. 



 
5. List of umpires to supplied prior to next SMC meeting to allocate for finals and grand finals. 
6. Michelle Collier will be standing down from the board next year and the Vice President position will 

be available.      
 
MEETING CLOSED  7:07pm 
NEXT MEETING September 1st AT 6:30PM 


